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This is the second issue of Westerly in its new structure, with
Westerly and Salt pubUshed annually: Salt in the first half of the
year. Westerly in November. Together the journals offer the best
new poetry, fiction and critical work from Australia and Asia,
Europe and America.
Westerly's editors wish continuing success to this affiliation with
Salt and the new, annual Westerly.
Notice of Intention
Westerly is cooperating with AustLit: Australian Literature
Gateway and the Scholarly Electronic Text and Image Service at the
University of Sydney to convert the full backfile of Westerly (1956-)
to electronic text, which will be made available to readers and
researchers. All creative works, articles and reviews converted to
electronic format will be correctly attributed and will appear as
published. Copyright will remain with the authors, and the
material cannot b e further republished without authorial
permission.
AustLit will endeavour to contact all Westerly contributors to seek
permission for this electronic republication. If you have not been
contacted by mid 2002, we invite you to contact us directly to
discuss this proposal. AustLit will honour any requests to
withdraw material from electronic publication.
Contact:
info-austlit@austlit.edu.au
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Cover design by Robyn Mundy of Mundy Design using Godfrev
Blow's Beginnings, oil on canvas, 183 x 106cm. Reproduced with
kind permission of the artist.
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Editors
Delys Bird & Dennis HaskeU
Editorial Advisors
Pat Jacobs (prose) Marcella Polain (poetry)
Editorial Consultants
Bruce Bennett (ADFA, Canberra) John KinseUa and Tracy Ryan (University of
Cambridge), Susan Ballyn (University of Barcelona), Diana Brydon (University of
Guelph), Yasmine Gooneratne (Macquarie University), Douglas Kerr (University of
Hong Kong), Brian Matthews (Flinders University) Vincent O'SuUivan (Victoria
University, Wellington), Peter Porter (London), Robert Ross (University of Texas at
Austin), Andrew Taylor (Edith Cowan University), Edwin Thumboo (National
University of Singapore)
Administrator
Monica Anderson
All work published in Westerly is fully refereed.
Westerly is published annually at the Centre for Studies in Australian Literature in
the English Department, The University of Western Australia with assistance from
the State Government of W.A. by an investment in this project through ArtsWA.
Westerly is affiliated with Salt, edited by John Kinsella and published mid-year. The
opinions expressed in Westerly are those of individual contributors and not of the
Editors or Editorial Advisors.
Notes for Subscribers and Contributors
Correspondence should be addressed to The Editors, Westerly, Department of English,
The University of Western Australia, Crawley, Western Australia 6009 (telephone (08)
9380 2101, fax (08) 9380 1030); email westerly@cyllene.uwa.edu.au; web address:
http://www.arts.uwa.edu.au/westerly/ Unsolicited manuscripts not accompanied
by a stamped self-addressed envelope will not be returned. All manuscripts must
show the name and address of the sender and should be typed (double-spaced) on
one side of the paper only. WMlst every care is taken of manuscripts, the editors can
take no final respor\sibility for their return; contributors are consequently urged to
retain copies of aU work submitted. Minimum rates for contributors — poems $40.00;
stories/articles $90.00. Contributors are advised that material under consideration for
publication may be held until August 31 in each year.
Subscriptions: $22.95 per annum (posted); $40,00 for 2 years (posted). Special
student subscription rate: $16.95 per armimn (posted). Single copies $22.95 plus $2
postage). Combined Westerly and Salt subscription $46.00 per annum posted. EmaU
Subscriptions $10.00 to westerly@cyllene.uwa.edu.au. Subscriptions should be
made payable to Westerly sent to the Admiiustrator, CSAL at the above address.
Overseas subscriptions: please see back page.
Work published in Westerly is cited in: Abstracts of English Studies, Australian Literary
Studies Annual Bibliography, Australian National Bibliography, Journal of Commonwealth
Literature Annual Bibliography, Arts and Humanities Citation Index, Current
Contents/Arts & Humanities, The Genuine Article, Modern Language Association of
America Bibliography, The Year's Work in English Studies, and is indexed in APIAS:
Australian Public Affairs Information Service (produced by the National Library of
Australia) and AUSTLIT, the Australian Literary Qn-Line Database.
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